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Copyright © 2023 Play4Pay
All rights reserved.  No part of this book may be reproduced or used in any manner without the prior
written permission of the copyright owner, except for the use of brief quotations in a book review.  The
solutions of many of our puzzles come from various sponsors' websites and may be further protected
on that specific website.  We have permission to use the phrase, however that permission stops with us.
The information in this book was believed to be correct at the time of publication, but the author does
not assume any liability for loss or damage caused by errors or omissions, hyperlink changes and
possibly entire websites may have been changed or eliminated since the time of publication.  These
factors are beyond the control of Play4Pay.  This publication should be used for entertainment purposes
ONLY and does not represent an endorsement of ANY of the included websites.  If you encounter any
questions  related  to  copyright  or  trademark  ownership,  please  seek  professional  legal  help  from
copyright and intellectual attorneys.

Sample Enlightenment

Wherever you see those red headings, Sample Enlightenment, know that what follows is unique
to this sample ebook.  So what are you waiting for?  Come on over and get your puzzle on, my friends.
It's time to put your brain to the test and show what you're made of.

Listen up, folks.  We've got some exciting news for all you puzzle lovers out there.  In this sample,
we're showing the goods - the weekly puzzles, baby.  And let me tell you, there are two categories of
puzzles here: the "sponsored" and the "bonus".  Now, the bonus puzzles are great and all, but let's be
real - they're just filler to round off the count to a multiple of 36.  It's the sponsored puzzles that are the
real MVPs here.

Here's the deal.  Our sponsors are looking to drive traffic to their websites and convince potential
customers to buy their stuff.  But let's face it - conventional advertising just doesn't cut it these days.
Visitors to a site have no real incentive to stick around, and retention times are pitifully short.

That's where we come in.  Our sponsored contests are the real deal, my friends.  They literally force
contestants to visit the sponsor's website and scour it for the answer in order to win our contest puzzles.
And get this - 30% of the sponsor's fees go towards funding the Super Leaders' Board prize money,
paid out weekly.  That's right - cold hard cash, people.  Our contest puzzles have a life span of 2 to 3
days, depending on when they start.  And that means there are all kinds of strategies you can use to
win.  Plus, we're always looking to innovate and bring in new contest constructs and sponsor auxiliary
prize pools.  We might even start integrating crypto currency into the mix - you never know.

So, here's the story.  Anyone can solve the puzzles and try their hand at winning.  But only registered
members are eligible for the cash prizes.  And once you solve a puzzle, you'll have the opportunity to
purchase an official winner's certificate to download.  Our contest puzzles include Acrostic, Codeword,
Crossword, Labyrinth, Letterdrop, and Wordcross.  And if you're looking for something extra, we've
got bonus puzzles like Akari, Fillomino, Kakuro, Marupeke, Ouroboros, and Sudoku.
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Cover Imagery
We are fired up to introduce you to the amazing world of puzzles!  This free sample of our Weekly
Puzzle Ebook is your chance to get a taste of the mind-bending, brain-stretching fun that awaits you
inside.

We're  thrilled  to  introduce  you  to  Play4Pay,  a  game-changing  puzzle  publisher  that's  owned  and
operated  by  a  service  disabled  veteran.   And  with  TheBest4You  LLC  backing  us  up  with  their
advertising and sponsorship, we're ready to shake things up in the puzzle world.  Our Weekly Puzzle
Ebook is like nothing you've ever seen before.  Each issue features a unique cover image that'll get your
heart pumping and your brain firing on all cylinders.  And inside, you'll find puzzles that are guaranteed
to challenge you in new and exciting ways.  The puzzle count is displayed in the yellow starlike graphic
on the cover.

But that's not all, folks.  We're also taking the puzzle game to social media, publishing three puzzles per
day on Instagram, TikTok, Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn & Reddit.  And we're not stopping
there, my friends.  We've got some seriously exciting cash prize contests coming up, sponsored by
some of the best businesses out there.  You do not want to miss out on this!  And let's talk about
sponsorship pricing.  We're not here to play games when it comes to pricing.  Our innovative system
adjusts  to  supply  and demand,  starting  as  low as  $1  per  custom puzzle  manufactured.   If  you're
interested  in  sponsoring  our  puzzles,  head over  to  https://play4pay.org/Sponsor.p4p and let's  make
some magic happen.

Our  introductory  price  of  97¢ per  issue  is  currently  lowest  in  the  industry.   Check out  our  large
selection at  https://play4pay.org/additionals.p4p.  So what are you waiting for, people?  It's  time to
unlock your mind's full potential and dive headfirst into the world of puzzles with Play4Pay!

Sample Enlightenment

Each week we display a new image on our cover about something we find interesting about that week.
This is merely our cover image and does not have anything to do with a theme or puzzle subject matter.
At this time we are not following any themes or subject in our puzzle manufacturing.  Due to the strong
influence of multiple sponsors on all of our contest puzzles it is unlikely to evolve in that direction.
Any constructive suggestions are welcomed and encouraged on most of the pages on our website @
https://play4pay.org.  You do not need to be a member to pass on a suggestion.  We don’t even require
an email address.  The reason we prefer the suggestion forms is that they are entered into our database
for much easier management, statistical analysis and other business activities.  Much more effective
than email.

There seems to be curiosity regarding the service disabled veteran owned small business emblem on
the cover and throughout the website.  The principal owner and founder, Gary Taylor, is a veteran of the
U.S. Army and was run over by a train in Germany during a deployment in 1995.  The dominant limbs
were amputated or mutilated, forcing an early retirement and unwanted status of disabled veteran.  The
emblem was created and designed by Taylor.
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Puzzle Collection for the SAMPLES of 2023
1 - Akari Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 2 - Fillomino Puzzle SAMPLE-2023

3 - Kakuro Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 4 - Marupeke Puzzle SAMPLE-2023
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5 - Ouroboros Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 6 - Sudoku Puzzle SAMPLE-2023

7 - Acrostic Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 8 - Codeword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023
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9 - Crossword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 10 - Labyrinth Puzzle SAMPLE-2023

11 - Letterdrop Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 12 - Wordcross Puzzle SAMPLE-2023
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Sample Enlightenment

You've nailed all the puzzles!  Now, if you want to check the solutions, they're all available right here.
And if you're looking for the contest sponsors' links referenced to the puzzle, you'll find them on our
Sourced From page.  Just follow the links and you'll discover the answer in the web page narrative.

Now, let me tell you what makes our puzzle contests a cut above the rest.  We don't settle for mediocre,
half-hearted participation.  We want our contestants to be fully engaged and excited about every puzzle.
That's why we've designed the lead word and trail word system to make sure every participant clicks
through to the sponsor's website.  And trust me, we've got some pretty awesome sponsors on board.

But here's the best part: we don't just send our contestants to the sponsor's website for a brief glance.
We want them to explore, to get to know the sponsor's brand and products inside and out.  That's why
we've got a 30% funding system for the Super Leaders' Board prize money, paid weekly.  And we're not
just  satisfied with normal  clicks  that redirect  viewers to your website.   With Play4Pay clicks,  our
contestants study your page in detail, searching for the winning phrase along with the lead and trail
words.

Sponsors, if you're reading this, take note: we're all about quality, not quantity.  We don't just want
visitors, we want engaged, loyal customers.  Our puzzle system is designed from the ground up to cater
to sponsors as much as we can.  And we're not afraid to show off our contests on every major social
media platform.  You can find our videos on Instagram, TikTok, Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
and Reddit at the time of publishing this sample ebook.  We used to have a YouTube account, but some
closed-minded  minions  decided  to  kill  our  account  without  any  explanation  and  total  lack  of
communication.  But hey, we're not about to play silly games.

We've got bigger and better things to do.  And speaking of bigger and better things, if you enjoyed this
free sample, you're going to love our larger selection of weekly puzzle ebooks.  They're bigger, better,
and more challenging than anything you've seen before.   So what  are you waiting for?  Let's  get
puzzling!
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Solution Collection for the SAMPLES of 2023
1 - Akari Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 2 - Fillomino Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 3 - Kakuro Puzzle SAMPLE-2023

4 - Marupeke Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 5 - Ouroboros Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 6 - Sudoku Puzzle SAMPLE-2023

7 - Acrostic Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 8 - Codeword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 9 - Crossword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023
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10 - Labyrinth Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 11 - Letterdrop Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 12 - Wordcross Puzzle SAMPLE-2023
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Puzzle & Contest Guides

About Our Contests
One of the most active portions of our business model is our weekly contests.  Every contest we run is
a festival of victory, teeming with multiple winners achieved through a multitude of strategies!  The
obvious winners are the contest players who correctly enter the correct entries into the online entry
forms at the earliest times, securing the top positions on the leader boards.  On occasion we have
auxiliary contests running in tandem with the weekly events.  Members have the opportunity to be
notified  early  via  email  if  they  choose.   The  cash  prize  winners  must  be  registered  members  of
Play4Play.

However, everyone is able to win the online contests and will  have the opportunity to purchase a
winners' certificate documenting the winning event.  Another category of winner is our sponsors who
receive web site visits from all of our contestants.  They also will have their links published in this
ebook in the Sourced From page and all of the other links where they have sponsored puzzles.  And the
third and most obvious type of winner is a registered member who is eligible to win our cash prizes.

Sponsors have the chance to purchase their sponsorship when the price is in line with their needs.  Our
sponsorship prices start as low as $1 and adjust upward or down according to the current demand.  It is
incumbent upon the sponsor to determine the value of the visitors sent compared to other competing
sponsors.  If you are aware of any businesses wanting an excellent return on their marketing spend, be
sure to refer them to our sponsor page @ https://play4pay.org/Sponsor.p4p.

There are different colored characters that float into and out of the four corners of our puzzle videos.
Our videos are published on the major social media networks to draw attention to our contests.  We call
the letters in the corners a PhloatPhrase and have contests and scavenger hunts using those letters.
These contest are also available to sponsor and are purchased using the same adjusting scale as the
puzzle contests.  Members and sponsors will have access to their own private control panel to track
purchases & wins, participate in special contests and adjust their notification preferences.

You can participate in all of the active contests @ https://play4pay.org/achievers.p4p.  The contests can
be accessed by clicking on the appropriate icon to show the listings.  The green or yellow highlighted
areas on the puzzles are either clues or the words or phrase to enter into the contest entry form obtained
from the achievers page.

To recap now, the stars of the show, our incredible players, storm the leaderboard by submitting precise
entries into our online forms, being the earliest birds to catch the worm, and securing top positions!
But remember, in our universe, only registered members of Play4Play can claim those exhilarating cash
prizes or fame on our leader boards!

But the beauty of it?  Everyone has a shot at glory in our online contests!  Plus, member or not, you'll
have the exclusive opportunity to snag a winners' certificate that celebrates your victorious moment!
There's nothing like holding proof of your triumph!

Another set of champions are our treasured sponsors.  They benefit from a torrent of website visits
from our passionate contestants.  Plus, their links get published right here in this ebook and in all others
where  they've  sponsored  puzzles.   And  let's  not  forget  our  third  victor  category  –  the  registered
members eligible for our enticing cash prizes and other perks.
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Our sponsors get to ride the wave of success when the price of sponsorship aligns perfectly with their
needs, setting them apart from the competition.  If you know businesses eager for outstanding returns
on  marketing  spend,  don't  hesitate!   Please  help  them  and  direct  them  to  our  sponsor  page  @
https://play4pay.org/Sponsor.p4p.

One policy about our contests, if a puzzle in this ebook was part of a contest, it's now expired.  We're
all about fairness here – it wouldn't be right to publish a book with solutions to active contests!  Keen
to join the action?  Visit us at https://play4pay.org/achievers.p4p, click the right icon, and dive into the
contests!

Adding a pinch of diversity to our social media video contest announcements are floating, colored
characters that appear and disappear at the four corners of our puzzle videos, published across major
social media networks.  We call these the PhloatPhrase and use them in exciting contests and scavenger
hunts and Instawins!  As a member, you gain access to your personal control panel to participate in
special  contests  and  tailor  your  notification  preferences.   Let's  embark  on  this  thrilling  journey
together!  Add your name to join the festivities in our growing list @ https://play4pay.org/join.p4p.

Acrostic Guide
Acrostic puzzles consist of three main parts: a paragraph, a separate and stacked list of words, and
clues for the word list.  The objective of the game is to use the clues to fill in the word list, and then use
the letters in the word list to fill in the paragraph.  The paragraph appears in a grid with dark cells
representing spaces between words.  Each letter in the word list also appears in the paragraph, and its
location  in  the  paragraph  is  indicated  by  an  identification  number.   Similarly,  each  letter  in  the
paragraph appears in the word list, and its location is indicated by both the identification number and an
identifying letter or symbol to show the word that contains it.  The stacked list of words is indexed with
a letter or special character and is described by a clue, just like in a standard crossword puzzle.  These
words do not interlink with each other but are stacked on each other.

There is a column of highlighted letters in the word list, taken in order from top to bottom, that spells
out an additional word or phrase, which is referred to as the key word or phrase.  The highlighted
column is used to win the Play4Pay online contest.  The portion that needs to be entered into the online
contest at Play4Pay is the highlighted column in the list of words.  When solving a word in the word
list, the letters should also be placed in the corresponding spaces in the paragraph.  This can give you
insight into words in the key paragraph, and vice versa.  The paragraph can contain clues to the stacked
list when the letters are reconciled, and vice versa.  Although you do not need to include spaces to enter
the contest, you will need to determine spaces between words to locate the phrase on the sponsor's web
page to find the lead and trailing words.  The paragraph is usually also contained on the sponsor's
webpage, which is listed in the "Sourced From" section of this ebook.

Akari Guide
The Akari game is played on a square grid where some cells are painted dark green to represent solid
blocks, while the rest of the cells represent an open floor area.  The objective of the game is to place
lasers in certain cells such that each dark green cell is adjacent to the appropriate number of lasers, as
indicated by the numbers in some of the dark green cells.  The lasers can shoot in a non-diagonal
direction and pass through all cells in their row and column up to the edge of the puzzle or up to an
intervening dark green cell.  The numbers in some of the dark green cells indicate the number of lasers
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which are adjacent to that cell both horizontally and vertically.  Players must ensure that no laser shoots
another laser.  Each puzzle has a unique solution which does not require any guesswork to achieve.  In
the alpha level testing we will not be using Akari in our contests.

Codeword Guide
A Codeword puzzle is similar to a crossword puzzle, but instead of clues to help fill in the squares,
each square is numbered with a certain letter.  The numbers don't correspond to the proper letter order,
which is what makes the puzzle a real challenge.  Start with the three given letters and fill in any
corresponding numbered squares with that letter.  Each square in the grid is numbered and connects
with a certain letter.  Some numbers may appear more than once, but each number corresponds to only
one letter.  Look for patterns and common letter combinations in the numbered squares to help you fill
in the blank squares.

In a sponsored contest, certain answers will be highlighted in light green.  These words, combined in
sequence, will be the answer to the contest.  The green answers may flow from top to bottom or from
left to right, and they will be in the appropriate order to locate on the sponsor's web page.  Visit the
sponsor's page: Once you have filled in all of the blank squares and identified the green highlighted
answers, it's time to visit the sponsor's web page.  Do a quick skim of all of the narrative on the page,
because those words in that sequence are somewhere on that web page, which is listed in the "Sourced
From" section of the puzzle book.

Crossword Guide
The first step is to understand the basic mechanics of the game.  The crossword puzzle is a grid of
squares with some squares blocked off.  The numbered clues correspond with the numbers in the grid,
and your goal is to fill in the blank squares with the correct letters to form words that match the clues.
The goal is to fill in the blank squares with the correct letters to form words that match the clues.

For  the  sponsored  contest,  there  will  be  certain  answers  highlighted  in  light  green.   These  green
answers are the key to winning the contest, so pay close attention!  When you combine these words in
sequence, they form the answer to the contest.  The green answers either flow from top to bottom or
from left to right, and they are in the appropriate order to locate on the sponsor's web page which, if
active, is listed in the "Sourced From" section of this and all weekly puzzle ebooks…

Fillomino Guide
The objective of the Fillomino game is to fill the blank squares in a square grid with numbers so that
the puzzle is divided into zones with the area of each zone equal to the number contained within its
squares.  The zones may have any shape but cannot touch each other on either the horizontal or vertical
direction if they have the same area.  Diagonal relationships are irrelevant.  Additionally, each digit is
assigned a different color to make the patterns more contrasting.  The puzzle has a unique solution that
does not require any guessing to achieve, according to the program's author.  In the alpha level testing
we will not be using Fillomino in our contests.
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Kakuro Guide
The game involves a crossword-like grid, where each square contains a digit.  The objective of the
game is to fill in the blank squares with digits so that each row and column contains a unique set of
digits from 1 to 9, and each row and column has a total that matches a clue given for that row or
column.  The Across clues represent the sum or product total of the squares to the right, while the
Down clues represent the sum or product of the digits in the squares below.  A puzzle can be either all
sums (addition) or products (multiplication) of the adjacent squares and does not contain a mixture of
both.

Labyrinth Guide
The labyrinth puzzle is to find the path through the maze between the red arrows.  There is only one
pathway.   There  are  random letters,  numbers  and characters  distributed throughout  the  grid.   The
correct pathway will contain all of the characters in the contest answer, which is a sentence or phrase
contained somewhere on the sponsor's webpage.  Once the appropriate path is determined, the last step
will be to determine the starting and ending points, as the solution can easily start from the bottom or
top, left or right side.  The labyrinth solution is also displayed on the sponsor's web page, which is
listed in the "Sourced From" section of this ebook.

Letterdrop Guide
The game consists of a rectangular grid with an upper and lower section.  The upper section contains
letters, while the lower section has vacant cells, except for the highlighted words which are already
filled in.  The solver's goal is to place the letters from the upper section into the vacant cells of the
lower section to reveal a message, which is a sentence or phrase related to the sponsor's web page.  The
message may contain spaces, which are represented by darker cells in the lower section.  Punctuation
characters or digits may also be included in the message, and they will already appear in their correct
locations in the lower section.  The green highlighted words are important for the contest, and they
appear in the order that the contest requires, as well as the order they appear on the sponsor's web page,
which is listed in the "Sourced From" section of the ebook.

Marupeke Guide
The Marupeke puzzle game is a more sophisticated version of the classic tic-tac-toe game, played on a
square grid where some of the squares are blacked out in the manner of a crossword puzzle.  Some of
the remaining squares contain either an X or an O.  The objective of the game is to place an X or an O
into  each of  the  remaining squares  so  that  there  are  never  three  Xs  or  three  Os  in  a  line,  either
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally.  Each puzzle has a unique solution that does not require any
guesswork to achieve.  In the alpha level testing, Marupeke puzzles will not be used in the online cash
contests.

Ouroboros Guide
The Ouroboros puzzle is built on an unbroken loop, and words are placed into this loop one after the
other, with each word starting in the cell that immediately follows the previous word.  The loop can be
traversed in two directions, and regardless of the direction of traversal, an unbroken series of words
will be read out.  The words are different for each direction of traversal, but the same letters are used,
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regardless of the direction.  In our Ouroboros puzzle, there are clues given for each word, similar to a
crossword  puzzle.   The  clues  may  be  definitions,  synonyms,  antonyms,  or  other  types  of  word
associations, and they are used to help the solver figure out what word should be placed in each cell
with  the  corresponding clue  number.   The  numbers  in  the  grid also have  pointers  to  indicate  the
direction that the word is to be placed.  In the alpha level testing we will not be using Ouroboros
puzzles in our online cash contests.

Sudoku Guide
Sudoku grid consists of 9x9 spaces.  You can use only numbers from 1 to 9.  Each 3 x 3 block can only
contain numbers from 1 to 9.  Each vertical column can only contain numbers from 1 to 9.  Each
horizontal row can only contain numbers from 1 to 9.  There are more than a few techniques to solve a
Sudoku puzzle, but per Conceptis Puzzles, the easiest way to a Sudoku solution is to, Scanrows and
columns within each triple-box area, eliminating numbers or squares and finding situations where only
a single number can fit into a single square.  Sudoku is a rewarding game of logic and insight, you
should never guess, there is always a next logical step.  In the alpha level testing we will not be using
Sudoku puzzles in our contests.

Wordcross Guide
Our Wordcross puzzles are synonymous with word search, which we were advised is copyrighted by
Dell.  In a Wordcross puzzle, a grid of letters is presented, and the objective is to find all the words
hidden within the grid.  The words can run in any direction, including up and down, forward and
backward, or diagonally.  The words intersect with each other in certain cells, and these intersections
help to reveal the location of other words.  Once all the words have been found, the remaining cells in
the grid spell out a hidden message that is the answer to the contest.  The message is formed by reading
the unoccupied cells from left  to right  and top to bottom.  Each puzzle has a unique answer that
corresponds to its index number in the contest.  The hidden message is also contained on the sponsor's
webpage, which is listed in the "Sourced From" section of this ebook.
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Puzzles Sourced From:
1 - Akari Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

2 - Fillomino Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

3 - Kakuro Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

4 - Marupeke Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

5 - Ouroboros Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

6 - Sudoku Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 Play4Pay (bonus puzzle)

7 - Acrostic Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://play4pay.org/lp-3.p4p

8 - Codeword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://play4pay.org/lp-1.p4p

9 - Crossword Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://play4pay.org/lp-4.p4p

10 - Labyrinth Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://play4pay.org/lp-1.p4p

11 - Letterdrop Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://play4pay.org/lp-2.p4p

12 - Wordcross Puzzle SAMPLE-2023 https://the-best-4-you-organization.myshopify.com/collections/

Sample Enlightenment

This sample puzzle ebook that you have downloaded from Play4Pay is just the tip of the iceberg.  I
hope you enjoyed it as much as we do, because it's only going to get better from here.

You see, puzzle solving is not just a fun pastime.  It's a mental exercise that sharpens your mind and
enhances your cognitive abilities.  With our weekly puzzle ebooks, you can challenge yourself and
keep your mind sharp while having fun at the same time.

Our  additional  weekly  puzzle  ebooks  offer  a  wide  variety  of  puzzles  to  keep  you  engaged  and
entertained.  From crosswords and codewords to Sudoku and word searches,  there's something for
everyone.  Each puzzle is designed to be both challenging and rewarding, allowing you to stretch your
mental muscles and achieve a sense of accomplishment.

But that's not all - our sponsored contests offer a chance to win cash prizes by solving puzzles with
highlighted answers.  Not only can you have fun and improve your cognitive abilities, but you can also
score prize money while doing it.  So what are you waiting for?

Don't miss out on the opportunity to challenge yourself, have fun, and possibly win some money.  Head
to  https://play4pay.org/additionals.p4p to purchase our weekly puzzle ebooks and start your journey
towards mental fitness and fun today.
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